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The gateway to essential and predictive data

ECT offers its customers integrated port-to-door services. 
To this end, we connect our deepsea terminal activities in 
Rotterdam via our own intermodal transport network with our 
inland terminal activities in various economically interesting 
regions in Europe. These services are supported by our 
online platform MyTerminal, which offers targeted real-time 
information to the various customer groups.
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DEEPSEA CONTAINER TERMINALS
Hutchison Ports ECT Delta and Hutchison Ports ECT Euromax 
are automated multi-user terminals, handling all modalities 24/7 
up to the largest deepsea vessels. Our terminals in Rotterdam are 
located on the crossroads of containerflows via sea, river, rail and 
road. We offer our customers all relevant services to optimally 
handle your container or object. www.ect.nl 

INLAND CONTAINER TERMINALS
At strategic locations in Europe, our inland terminals function as 
extensions of ECT’s deepsea terminals. High frequent barge and 
rail connections via Hutchison Ports Europe Intermodal guarantee 
an optimal connection to the Ports of Rotterdam and Antwerp.
Venlo (NL): www.hutchisonportsvenlo.nl
Duisburg (D): www.hutchisonportsduisburg.de
Belgium, Willebroek (B): www.hutchisonportsbelgium.be
Moerdijk (NL): www.ect.nl/en/terminals/mct-moerdijk 

INTERMODAL TRANSPORT
Via Hutchison Ports Europe Intermodal, ECT offers highly 
frequent rail and barge connections from and to its own inland 
terminals and within a larger network of deepsea and inland 
terminals including additional services and first and last mile 
trucking. www.hutchisonportseuropeintermodal.com

DIGITAL SERVICES

Experience the benefits of an optimised planning with ECT’s 
online information platform. Hutchison Ports ECT Delta and
ECT Euromax offer real-time and accurate monitoring of
deepsea vessels, feeders, inland vessels and trains. And with
detailed updates you're always aware of your container status.
https://myterminal.ect.nl

With ECT's app you will get access to service messages, news 
updates, your personal routeplans and interchanges. MyTerminal 
registered users can also enjoy the benefits of real-time container- 
and object information.
Download the ECT App in one of the app stores.

CONNECTED
 INTEGRATED PORT-TO-DOOR SERVICES

ECT APP



CONTACT
Hutchison Ports ECT Rotterdam 
Europaweg 875
Port number 8200
3199 LD  Rotterdam (Maasvlakte)
The Netherlands 

+31 (0)181 27 8088
customerservice@ect.nl
www.ect.nl

SPECIAL SERVICES
ECT offers its customers a wide range of additional services on 
both its deepsea as its inland terminals:
■  Delta Reefer Care − Complete care for your reefer containers, 

from arrival to departure.
■     Maasvlakte Transport − Tailor-made road transport in the 

wider vicinity of the Maasvlakte. 
■  Special cargo − Expert unloading, loading and stowage of all 

types of out of gauge cargo.
■   Hazardous cargo − Specialised knowledge and facilities for 

carefully handling hazardous cargo.
■  Barge services − Fixed Windows and Barge Transferium 

Maasvlakte for guaranteed barge handling.
■  Empty transferium − Empty depot services (inspection, 

cleaning, repair) as a direct continuation of the deepsea 
terminal (Hutchison Ports ECT Euromax).

■   ShoreTension − Innovation from Rotterdam for the safe 
mooring of ships and efficient unloading and loading in strong 
winds and continuous waves.

SAFETY AND SECURITY 
Safe operations are ECT’s No. 1 priority. At our terminals, 
strict safety rules are in place for everyone, without exceptions. 
Furthermore, security at all ECT locations meets the most 
modern standards. In close cooperation with the Rotterdam 
Seaport Police and Customs, we monitor all movements 24/7.

SUSTAINABILITY
ECT is conscious of the environmental impact associated with 
its operations and is committed to protecting the environment 
and supporting the shift towards a more sustainable society. 
ECT endorses the ambition to significantly reduce the carbon 
footprint of economic activities. ECT has set for itself the 
ambitious objective to achive zero emission by 2035.
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